Attachment A is a sample Trading Partner Agreement ("TPA") for your information. Each supplier participating in Oshkosh’s EDI program will be sent originals of this TPA for signature. A TPA must be in place before Oshkosh can place electronic orders. Our TPA is a simplified version of the American Bar Association’s Model EDI Trading Partner Agreement. Its purpose is to prevent misunderstandings and disputes by defining rules to govern the electronic transmission of binding contract documents. We believe Oshkosh and its suppliers will benefit from the efficiencies afforded by EDI.

Attachment B is the Oshkosh Corporation Electronic Commerce Guidelines (v4010):

- 816 Organizational Relationships
- 830 Planning Schedule with Release Capability
- 850 Purchase Order
- 855 Purchase Order Acknowledgments
- 856 Ship Notice/Manifest
- 860 Purchase Order Change Request – buyer Initiated
- 862 Shipping Schedule
- 997 Functional Acknowledgments

Changes = Bold